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In this service bulletin everything you need to know about the
new software version 2.03 and our new cup lights.

As the existing cup lights are no longer available, all cup lights will be replaced with a new
version. The new version features LED lights with a neutral white colour (Cool White). In
addition to this, all new machines will be updated to software version 2.03 starting in
September 2019.

Old version cup lights

New version cup lights

Replacement of cup lights on existing machines
In September we will complete the transfer to this new version. This means that no old cup
lights will be kept in stock for service.
If the cup lights require replacement on an existing machine, these must be replaced on both

sides to prevent colour differences. You can order a set with new cup lights with item number
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00S870615000 (PCB CUPLIGHT RGBW SW2.03). This set of two units is now priced as a
single unit.
Please note! When replacing the cup lights, the machine must be updated to software
version 2.03!

Software adjustment to accommodate new cup lights
An adjustment to the software was required due to changes in the operating system of the
cup lights. When replacing the cup lights, software version 2.03 or higher must be installed
on the machine. (Check this by pressing *27* and checking the Display software)
This software version checks which type of cup lights are installed on the machine and
automatically adjusts the operating system. Software version 2.03 can be installed on
machines with old cup lights without any issues.

Option of displaying personal logo on Smart Touch
In software version 2.03, the option of displaying a personal logo has also been adjusted on
the machines with a Smart Touch interface. With the new software, one logo may be
uploaded with a larger size (max. 400x380 pixels). This logo is displayed on the start-up
screen as well as on the lock screen.
For detailed instructions on uploading a logo with software version 2.03, see the “Uploading
logo on Smart Touch” instructions. This can be downloaded via our dealer portal.

Old situation 380 x 136 pixels

New situation 400 x 380 pixels

Install new software
New software can be downloaded on our dealer portal. Instructions for the software update
are also provided.

Summary:
• When replacing the cup lights on existing machines, both the left and the right cup lights
must be replaced and the software must be updated to version 2.03.
• Software version 2.03 recognises the type of cup lights and can be used with both the new
and the old cup lights.
• Upload larger logo on machines with a Smart Touch interface. See the “Uploading logo on

Smart Touch” instructions on our dealer portal.
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In addition to various minor bug xes, the following changes were also implemented:
• Various text adjustments.
• Optimisation of EVA-DTS implementation.
• Waste container meter for ES Medium no longer maximised on default setting.

Please feel free to contact Michel Prinsen of Ron van Leest with any further
questions via (0314) 442 333 or
technicalsupport@etna-ct.com.
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